Abstract-An optical wireless intensity-modulation directdetection multiple-input multiple-output communication system is considered. The performance of M -PAM rate-1 direct current offset space-time block codes is studied in terms of average worst-case pairwise error probability (WC-PEP) in quasi-static channels. It is shown that within this code class, the average WC-PEP is minimized by repetition coding (RC) under both electrical and optical individual power constraints, irrespective of channel statistics. This agrees with previously published results related to ON-OFF keying RC. This is further extended to sum power constraints, where it is shown that spatial beamforming minimizes the average WC-PEP within this code class, which simplifies to RC if the channel matrix has independent and indentically distributed columns and a sum electrical power constraint. Under a sum optical power constraint, this also holds true at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but not at low SNR. Generally, the time dimension of this code class is redundant from an average WC-PEP perspective. Numerical results are provided to support the theoretical findings and to show that the average WC-PEP leads to a good approximation of the actual error probability at high SNR.
less communication systems and requires new solutions for coping with this increase. One such solution is optical wireless communications (OWC) in which light is used to convey information between communicating nodes. OWC enjoys many attractive features including free broadband spectrum, enhanced security, and reduced electromagnetic interference, and therefore, it has witnessed increasing research attention from academic and industrial worlds (see [2] , [3] and references therein). Furthermore, OWC operating in the visible-light spectrum, known as visible-light communications (VLC) [4] , [5] , allows simultaneous communication and illumination leading to increased energy efficiency. These features make OWC a promising solution for future wireless communication systems, especially in its simple and practical intensitymodulated direct-detection (IM/DD) form.
Recent studies on IM/DD OWC focus on various performance criteria including achievable rates [6] [7] [8] , outage probability [9] , and error rates [10] [11] [12] [13] , for instance. In addition to these criteria, diversity order and pair-wise error probability (PEP) are important wireless communication performance criteria [14] , which can be optimized by exploiting channel variation in space, time, frequency, or combinations thereof. Exploiting space and time diversity by proper design of spacetime block codes (STBC) [15] is known to provide excellent performance in terms of PEP and diversity order, and that orthogonal STBC (OSTBC) are optimal in RF communications in terms of diversity gain [16] . With this in mind, the following question arises: Does this also hold true in IM/DD OWC?
The answer to this question can be obtained by analyzing the error probability of STBCs in IM/DD OWC. This question has been discussed in [11] and [17] . In [11] , an on-off keying (OOK) multiple input single output (MISO) IM/DD OWC system with individual (per-aperture) optical power constraints was studied, and it was demonstrated that simple spatial repetition coding (RC) 1 interestingly outperforms OSTBC. This has been demonstrated by a numerical simulation under independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) log-normally distributed channels. This has also been demonstrated by an analytic comparison of the error probability which shows that OOK-RC is superior to OOK-OSTBC for the given system under any channel statistics. In [17] , an OOK system with 1 Throughout the paper, we refer to spatial RC simply as RC.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. 2 transmit and N receive apertures, individual optical power constraints, and i.i.d. Gamma-Gamma distributed channels was studied, and it was shown that RC is quasi-optimal at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in terms of average PEP among all OOK-STBCs and OOK trellis codes. By restricting attention to space codes, Zhang et al. [12] , [13] prove the diversity-optimality of RC among all space codes for a MIMO IM/DD OWC system, with a channel matrix with independent log-normally distributed components and identically distributed columns, and under sum electrical or optical power constraints. Contrary to [11] and [17] , this result is not restricted to OOK.
Note that RC can be considered as a special case of STBC, where the temporal dimension is ignored and the transmit symbol is repeated spatially. Thus, results in [11] and [17] indicate that the time dimension of an STBC is redundant in IM/DD OWC under the restrictions considered in these works (OOK, individual constraints, etc.). This is supported by intuition due to the nonnegativity of the channel gains and transmit symbols in IM/DD OWC. This nonnegativity rules out the possibility of destructive interference which is the main factor that promotes STBCs in RF communications. Does the same hold true under more general assumptions?
In this paper, we aim to address this problem analytically. Namely, we consider a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) IM/DD OWC system with N t and N r transmit and receiver apertures, respectively, under individual electrical, sum electrical, individual optical, and sum optical power constraints. From the code perspective, we consider the class of M -ary pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) rate-1 direct current (DC) offset STBC, 2 where the transmit signal is constructed linearly as s = Gx + d where s is the LN t -dimensional transmit vector spanning L channel uses, x is an L-dimensional vector of PAM symbols, G is a coding matrix, and d is a DC offset. This is referred to henceforth as an (M, 1) DC-STBC. Moreover, we allow the channel state to follow general distributions of IM/DD OWC, with the restriction that the temporal variation is quasi-static as commonly considered in STBC literature [15] [16] [17] . This quasi-static assumption applies for VLC systems with limited mobility or free-space optical (FSO) systems with turbulence and pointing errors, where the channel varies very slowly in comparison to the symbol duration [2] . We assume the availability of channel-state information at the receiver and the lack thereof at the transmitter.
Note that this setup is more general than [11] , [17] , since OOK-RC and OOK-STBCs are special cases of the considered (M, 1) DC-STBC, and we do not impose restrictions on the number of apertures and channel statistics. Moreover, apart from the signal alphabet restriction to M -PAM herein, this setup is also more general than [12] , [13] because we consider space-time codes and arbitrary channel distributions, whereas [12] , [13] consider space-codes and log-normally distributed channels. As a performance criterion, we use the average worst-case PEP (WC-PEP), where the average is with respect to channel statistics, and the 'worst-case' refers to the minimum distance between codeword pairs. We focus on the average WC-PEP for several reasons. First, it dictates the diversity order. Second, it can be used to bound and also approximate the actual error probability [18] , [19] . Finally, it is a tractable upper bound on the worst-case average PEP (considered in [17] e.g.) and thus it provides a performance guarantee thereon.
The main results of the paper are summarized in Table I and explained next. We prove that, subject to individual power constraints and for a given channel state, the WC-PEP is minimized by RC among all (M, 1) DC-STBC. The proof is obtained by deriving an upper bound on the minimum distance of an arbitrary (M, 1) DC-STBC satisfying the constraints, and then showing that this upper bound is indeed achievable by RC. Using this result, we then show that for a system with individual power constraints and a quasi-static channel with arbitrary distribution, RC minimizes the average WC-PEP. This agrees with [17] which shows the same for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gamma-Gamma distributed channels in terms of the worst-case average PEP. Then, we take this result one step further by proving that the time dimension of (M, 1) DC-STBC is redundant from an average WC-PEP point of view for a system with an arbitrary quasistatic channel and with a sum power constraint. In this case, spatial beamforming minimizes the average WC-PEP, 3 and the optimal beamformer can be obtained by the transmitter if it has access to channel statistics. All these results hold under electrical and optical power constraints. Furthermore, subject to a sum electrical power constraint, we show that if the channel matrix has i.i.d. columns (channels from a transmit aperture to all receiver apertures), then the optimal beamformer coincides with RC. This conclusion applies generally to channel matrices with i.i.d. columns and not necessarily i.i.d. components. This also applies to channels with a sum optical power constraint at high SNR, but interestingly is not true at low SNR where sending from a single aperture is optimal.
We verify the results numerically by showing that the solution obtained by analysis coincides with the one obtained numerically, and by showing that the minimum WC-PEP provides a good approximation at high SNR of the actual error probability obtained by Monte Carlo simulation.
These results are interesting because under these considerations, the (M, 1) DC-STBC reduces to a simple space code which leads to lower transmitter complexity, and reduces the vector detection of (M, 1) DC-STBCs to scalar detection leading to lower detection complexity. As side remarks, we state the solutions for quasi-static channels with channelstate information at the transmitter (CSIT). Under individual constraints, RC remains optimal from an average WC-PEP point of view. Under sum constraints, beamforming is optimal where the direction varies between electrical and optical power constrained systems.
Finally, it is worth to note that although the time dimension is redundant given the (M, 1) DC-STBC construction, this may not be the case in a more general space-time code construction. For instance, Zhang et al. show in [20] that choosing s generally as a vector of nonnegative integers provides performance gains over time-disjoint design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the system model and formulate the problem. T and x p to denote the transpose and the p -norm of x. We also use X F to denote the Frobenius norm of X. We denote the L × L identity matrix and the Mdimensional all-ones vector by I L and 1 M , respectively, and we use ⊗ to denote the Kronecker product.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Channel Model
Consider an IM/DD OWC system consisting of N t transmit apertures and N r receive aperture as shown in Fig. 1 . The transmission can be represented as a discrete-time channel (after sampling at the receiver) where the received signal at time t can be written as
where
is the vector of transmit signals, H(t) ∈ R Nr×Nt + is the matrix of the channel coefficients, 4 and n(t) is an N r -dimensional vector of Fig. 1 . A 3 × 2 MIMO OWC system at time t: s j (t) ≥ 0 is the optical intensity of aperture j, h ij (t) ≥ 0 is the channel from aperture j to the detector i, and n i (t) is Gaussian noise.
independent Gaussian noises with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Noise is independent through time, and combines thermal noise and background radiation. Here, the nonnegativity of s(t) and H(t) follows due to the IM/DD operation [21] . Note that s i (t) can be interpreted as optical intensity or electric current due to their linear relation (assuming unity electrical-tooptical and optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency without loss of generality).
The channel coefficients combine several physical effects pertaining to OWC, such as path-loss (due to transmitter beam divergence, receiver field of view, and transmitter-receiver distance and relative position) and/or turbulence induced fading (due to variations in the transmission medium properties such as temperature). All these effects are abstracted in H. We consider quasi-static channels, where H(t) remains fixed for a block of L transmissions and changes independently to another state in the next block. Thus, H(mL
This assumption is motivated by VLC with limited mobility and outdoor FSO channels with turbulence and/or pointing errors, in both of which the channels vary very slowly in comparison to the symbol duration and hence can be assumed constant over a block [2] . It is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) is known at the receiver side but not at the transmitter side.
The nonnegativity of s(t) can be ensured using a DC offset. This signal is constrained by a power constraint. Letting S i denote the random variable representing s i (t), common power constraints considered in this context can be expressed as follows [22] : i) Individual electrical power constraint:
All these constraints are practical in OWC communications, 5 and will be considered in our analysis. Since we are interested in the performance of M -PAM rate-1 DC-STBC, we define it next. 
L×1 denote a vector of symbols to be sent to the receiver in L transmissions t ∈ {1, . . . , L} (block m = 0). This is chosen uniformly and independently from the alphabet X M , which is an
Then, x is encoded in the transmit signals s (1), . . . , s(L). This is a rate-1 code where one constellation symbol is sent per transmission on average. If we stack the vectors s (1),
T , then, a DC-offset STBC is constructed as follows:
NtL×L is the coding matrix,
is a DC-offset. It is assumed that G has rank L (rate-1 code), and G and d are known at the receiver and transmitter. Under this construction, the nonnegativity constraint can be stated as follows
Due to this, the minimum DC-offset which satisfies the nonnegativity constraint (4) is
Furthermore, the power constraints can be written as: i) Individual electrical power constraint:
ii) Sum electrical power constraint:
The transmitter sendss through L transmissions, by sending s(t) in time t.
2) Reception: The received signal in L transmissions can be written as
as shown in Fig. 2 . SinceH and d are known at the receiver, Hd can be subtracted leading tȯ
where A =HG. The signal is then detected using a maximum likelihood (ML), i.e.
The goal is to design G so that the system performance is optimized in terms of a criterion of interest defined as follows.
C. The Worst-Case PEP Criterion
We choose the WC-PEP as the main performance criterion in our analysis, i.e. the PEP corresponding to the two codewords of the DC-STBC at the minimum distance. For a given transmission block m with H m = H, the PEP between symbols x a and x b = x a in X M is obtained as for the additive white Gaussian noise channel [18] , [23] , i.e.,
where Q(·) is the Q-function. Accordingly, the WC-PEP is given by
This criterion is interesting for the following reasons. First, the word-error probability of the system given by
can be approximated in terms of the WC-PEP using union bound estimate as follows [19] 
where k min is the average number of neighbors in the constellation at the minimum distance. This approximation is very accurate at high SNR, and is mainly dictated by P PE (G, H) since k min has a "much milder impact" [19] . Second, the WC-PEP can be used to bound P E (G, H) by
where the upper bound is given in [18] and the lower bound can be easily obtained from (12) . This formulation is for a given channel state. Next, we extend this criterion to the quasi-static channel by defining the average WC-PEP.
D. Problem Formulation
Since the channel is quasi-static where H changes in each block, a practical performance criterion is the average error rate E H [P E (G, H)]. Thus, according to the discussion above, E H [P PE (G, H)] can serve as a surrogate performance indicator. Therefore, our objective is to study the following problemP
i.e., the minimum average WC-PEP. 6 According to the discussion above, minimizing this average WC-PEP also minimizes the bounds of the error probability in (14) , which consequently dictates the diversity order. This also minimizes the approximation (13) . Note that the average WC-PEP is an upper bound on the worst-case average PEP studied in [17] , and hence provides a performance guarantee on this latter criterion. For these reasons, we choose the WC-PEP as our performance criterion. The resulting problem is formulated in the next subsection.
As an intermediate step towards this objective, we define the minimum WC-PEP for a given channel as
Since Q(x) is a decreasing function of x, then P PE min (H) can be derived by solving
where G is subject to one of the four power constraints. Note that we maximize only with respect to G since d is a function of G as specified in (5). This provides a formulation which applies for static channels. In the rest of the paper, we study the optimal M -PAM rate-1 DC-STBC that solves these optimization problems.
Definition 1: The M -PAM rate-1 DC-offset STBC will be referred to simply as an (M, 1) DC-STBC henceforth. Definition 2: To avoid repetition, we say an (M, 1) DC-STBC is 'optimal' if it is optimal in terms of the above criteria, i.e., WC-PEP for a given H, and average WC-PEP for quasi-static H.
We summarize the main results of the paper in the following section.
III. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
The main result of the paper can be summarized as follows. The optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC is in fact a simple DC-offset space code in the form of RC or beamforming. This is true for all 4 constraints given in Sec. II-A. This owes to the fact that the channels are positive-valued in IM/DD OWC, which prevents any 'destructive interference' of symbols at the receiver side. This is contrary to RF where this effect can occur, and thus, one should capitalize on multiple transmission to harness benefit from multiple channel realizations.
We first introduce the results under electrical power constraints, followed by optical power constraints.
A. Electrical Power Constraints 1) Individual Power Constraints:
Under an individual electrical power constraint and for a given channel state H, we show that the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC coincides with spatial RC. This general statement is summarized as follows.
Lemma 1: Given a channel H, the optimal G under an individual electrical power constraint P e is G e = γI L ⊗ 1 Nt (RC), and achieves a minimum WC-PEP of
The proof is based on upper bounding (18) and showing that the obtained upper bound is achievable using RC. Details are given in Sec. IV-A.
This lemma which focuses on a given channel state H forms the basis for the following results. In a quasi-static channel, spatial RC is optimal for a system with individual power constraints under any channel distribution as described next.
Theorem 1: For a quasi-static channel with an individual electrical power constraint P e , the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC corresponds to G e = γI L ⊗ 1 Nt (RC) where γ is defined in Lemma 1, and achieves a minimum average WC-PEP of
Proof: We haveP
, where the minimization is with respect to G that satisfy the individual power constraint, and P PE min,e (H) is defined in Lemma 1. This lower bound is achievable by setting G = γI L ⊗ 1 Nt which concludes the proof.
2) Sum Power Constraint: On the other hand, under a sum power constraint, spatial beamforming is optimal as stated next.
Theorem 2: For a quasi-static channel with a sum electrical power constraint N t P e , the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC corresponds to G esum (r
and achieves a minimum average WC-PEP of
where r * is the optimal solution of the above minimization and γ is defined in Lemma 1. Proof: The proof is obtained by developing an achievable lower bound for (15) under the given constraints. Details are given in Sec. IV-B.
The optimal r * in Theorem 2 can be found numerically in general for a given distribution of H. However, this can be 
where γ is defined in Lemma 1. Proof: The proof is obtained using majorization techniques [24] and is detailed in Sec. IV-C. Similar statements as above can be made under optical power constraints as stated next.
B. Optical Power Constraints 1) Individual Power Constraints:
We start by stating a general lemma similar to Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: Given a channel H, the optimal G under an individual optical power constraint
, and achieves a minimum WC-PEP of
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. Details are given in Sec. V-A.
We apply this to quasi-static channels with individual constraints next, where spatial RC is optimal. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and is hence omitted.
2) Sum Power Constraint: Under a sum power constraint, we can show that spatial beamforming is optimal as stated in the following theorem. 
where r * is the optimal r for the above minimization. Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 and is given in Sec. V-B.
Interestingly, specializing Theorem 4 to the case of H with i.i.d. columns does not lead to the same result as in Corollary 1. Recall that Corollary 1 asserts that the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC under a sum electrical power constraint when H is quasi-static with i.i.d. columns is RC. While this holds universally for any sum electrical power constraint, the same can not be said about the case with a sum optical power constraint. In fact, in the latter case, if the sum optical power constraint is small then it is optimal to transmit from only one aperture. This holds true not only for channels with i.i.d. columns, but for any distribution of H ∈ R Nr×Nt + . Generally, in this case, the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC at low SNR transmits from the aperture which has the largest average channel magnitude to the receiver. If H has i.i.d. columns, then all apertures are equally strong and it is optimal to transmit from any aperture. This prevents proving a general result like that in Corollary 1. This result is stated next.
Corollary 2: For any distribution of H we have that 
. This asymptotic average WC-PEP is achieved for
Po σ → ∞ using r = 
Nt 1 Nt (RC).
Proof: The proof is given in Sec. V-D.
C. Discussion
The structure of the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC given in all statements above implies that the time dimension is redundant under the considered construction. With this structure, each symbol of x is sent (possibly with some scaling) from all transmit apertures in one and only one channel use. The (M, 1) DC-STBC thus reduces to a simple DC-offset space code. This significantly reduces the encoding and decoding complexity since the transmitter and receiver need to process vectors of length N t and N r , respectively, instead of LN t and LN r in the case of a general (M, 1) DC-STBC. Consequently, vector ML detection simplifies to scalar ML detection. For instance, under individual electrical power constraints, instead of detectingx as in (9), we can detect component-wise aŝ
. . , L, where x i andx i are the i th components of x andx. Similarly for the other power constraints.
The statements above apply to quasi-static channels with no CSIT. While this is the classical scenario of application of STBC, it is worth to extend the statements to a system with CSIT. First, nothing changes under individual constraints with CSIT since the optimal G for a given H has the RC structure independent of H (cf. Lemmas 1 and 2). Thus, Theorems 1 and 3 continue to apply in this case. Under a sum power constraint with CSIT, we have the following remarks. 
These statements can be generally represented as shown in Table I .
Corollary 1 agrees with results in [11] which demonstrate that RC outperforms orthogonal STBC under i.i.d. lognormal channels from bit-error rate point-of-view when using OOK. This corollary also agrees with the result of [12] when restricted to DC-offset M -PAM constellations, 7 which demonstrates the optimality of RC in terms of diversity order among all space codes when H has independent log-normal components, and identically distributed columns. Corollary 1 thus extends this statement to general distributions of channel matrices H with i.i.d. columns, and proves the optimality of RC in terms of average WC-PEP (and hence diversity order) among (M, 1) DC-STBC (and hence DC-offset space codes). This makes the result more general. The MISO case considered in [11] can be obtained as a special case when N r = 1, i.e., H is replaced with a row vector h T . On the other hand, Corollaries 2 and 3 highlight an interesting aspect. Although RC has good performance in terms of bit-error rate and diversity order [11] , [12] , it is not universally optimal among (M, 1) DC-STBCs. These corollaries indicate that the optimal (M, 1) DC-STBC depends on SNR. However, for practical SNR values, RC is a good choice which becomes optimal as SNR increases.
The following sections prove these statements.
IV. MIMO CHANNEL WITH ELECTRICAL CONSTRAINTS
Here, we prove the results for a MIMO IM/DD system with electrical power constraints. We start by proving Lemma 1 which forms the basis for proving the other results. 7 The result of [12] applies to more general positive constellations.
A. Individual Constraints Given H (Proof of Lemma 1)
Problem (18) with an individual electrical power constraint can be written as follows
Our approach towards solving this max-min problem starts by upper bounding it, and then showing that the upper bound is achievable. We start by upper bounding the inner minimization. Note that
≤ min
. . , L} with e i being the i th column of I L . The first inequality follows by fixing x a = 1 L , and the second follows by restricting x b to a specific structure, both of which can only increase the minimum value. This implies that
where a i is the i th column of A. Since the minimum is less than or equal the average, then
Thus, Θ e in (28) is upper bounded by
Now we consider the maximization with respect to G. Let us write G and A as
where F(k) ∈ R Nt×L consists of the k th block of N t rows of G and A(k) = HF(k) ∈ R Nr×L consists of the k th block of N r rows of A. Note that F(k) ∈ F e,M where
with f ij being the i th component in f j , the j th column of F.
Thus, the upper bound in (34) can be written as
where h T j is the j th row of H. Since h j is positive componentwise, then a necessary condition for the optimal f i (k) is that it has components of similar sign, assumed positive henceforth without loss of generality. Since
wherẽ
and
2 . This can be repeated to show that the optimal F(k) for (42) has one nonzero column. This yields
Since the objective is increasing in f i1 (k), then the maximum is acheived when the constraint is met with equality. Hence, we can write the optimal f 1 (k) as γ1 Nt independent of k (the maximization in (45) is equivalent for all k). This yields
Going back to (28) and setting 
B. Quasi-Static Channels With a Sum Constraint (Proof of Theorem 2)
In this case, we need to solvē
where G is independent of H and
The constraint of G esum,M can be written as r k 2 ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , L}, where we define
which can be restricted to be nonnegative. Since H preserves its value throughout a block, then by symmetry, the optimal solution satisfies r k = r ∀k for some r. Let us write G =RG whereR = I L ⊗ R, and R is a diagonal matrix with r as its diagonal. The resulting (M, 1) DC-STBC can be expressed asR(Gx +d),
Note that using (48) and (47), we have
Thus,G is individual power constrained (cf. Sec. IV-A). Now we can writē
where r ∈ R Nt×1 + satisfies r 2 ≤ 1 andG satisfies (49). Using the definition of P PE (G, H) in (11), we can write this lower bound as
The inner problem corresponds to optimizing an (M, 1) DC-STBC given a channel matrix HR and an individual power constraint N t P e (cf. Sec. IV-A). Thus, the optimalG corresponds to RC, i.e.,G = γ √ N t I L ⊗ 1 Nt as given in Lemma 1. The corresponding minimum WC-PEP given HR is P PE min,e (HR) = Q(
Hr 2 ). Since this quantity is decreasing in r 2 , then,
This lower bound is achievable by using G = γ √ N t I L ⊗ r * , where r * is the optimal solution of the minimization in (54). This proves Theorem 2.
C. Proof of Corollary 1
We need to find the optimal solution of the optimization in (54) when H has i.i.d. columns. First we rewrite this optimization as
x is concave and nondecreasing in x ≥ 0, and Q(x) is convex and nonincreasing in x ≥ 0, then the objective of (55) is convex in u by the composition rules [25] . Moreover, this objective function is symmetric in u i when H has i.i.d. columns. Therefore, the objective is Schur-convex [24, Proposition 2.8], and is minimized by u = 
V. MIMO CHANNEL WITH OPTICAL CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we prove the results related to optical power constraints. We start with Lemma 2.
A. Individual Constraints Given H (Proof of Lemma 2)
In the case of a sum optical power constraint, we need to solve the following problem
After applying similar steps as (30)-(34), Θ o can be upper bounded by
T j is the j th row of H,
Similar to Sec. IV-A, the maximum of this upper bound is achieved when only one column of F(k) is nonzero. This can be restricted to be positive component-wise, leading to
The objective is maximized when the constraints are met with equality, because it is increasing in f i1 (k). Thus, we can write
This upper bound is achievable by setting G = Po M−1 I L ⊗ 1 Nt which proves Lemma 2.
B. Quasi-Static Channels With a Sum Constraint (Proof of Theorem 4)
We need to solvē
NtPo g i 1 , and
T whereg i = gi ρi , and proceeding similar to Sec. IV-B, we can derive the lower bound
This lower bound is achievable by using G = 
C. Proof of Corollary 2
We shall show that, as 
stands for a function e(x) satisfying |e(x)| < M|x 3 | for 0 < |x| < δ, for some positive δ and M . Then,
Note that E H [ Hr 2 ] can be written as
Since the 2 norm is convex, then we have
where q is as defined above and where we used Nt i=1 r i = 1. Since this applies for any r, then
and we have that
On the other hand, choosing r = e q leads to
This leads to
By noting that a → 0 is equivalent to Po σ → 0, the result is proved.
D. Proof of Corollary 3
We show that at high SNR, the objective of the optimization in (66) is minimized by r = To this end, we start by using the lower bound
where o(1) represents a function e(a) that satisfies lim a→∞ e(a) = 0. Next, we show that ω a,H (r) is convex in r for large a, by showing that its Hessian matrix is positive semidefinite in the limit as a → ∞. Let η i = 
which implies that
On the other hand, using RC, i.e., r = for x > 0, we achieve an average WC-PEP
Conseqently
Combining (81) and (84) proves the asymptotic optimality of RC under a sum optical power constraint at high SNR, and hence proves (75) and Corollary 3.
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
At this point, some simulations that confirm the results of the paper are due. We start by demonstrating Lemma 1 numerically. Fig. 3 shows the minimum WC-PEP for a given channel H with an individual power constraint P e , M ∈ {2, 4}, and L = 2 against the SNR examples. The minimum WC-PEP obtained from our analysis (Lemma 1) matches the numerically optimized WC-PEP perfectly, where G is optimized using grid search. Using RC with M = 2, x ∈ {−1, 1} 2 and the average number of neighbors at the minimum distance is 1.
2 and the average number of neighbors at the minimum distance is 3 2 . Using this, the minimum error probability is approximated as the minimum WC-PEP multiplied by the average number of neighbors at the minimum distance (cf. (13)), and plotted as "Approx. Min. Error Prob.", and plotted along with the Monte Carlo simulated error probability of RC. The plot demonstrates that this approximation matches the simulated error probability at high SNR.
Next, a comparison under i.i.d. log-normally distributed channels and individual electrical power constraints P e is given in Fig. 4 . Motivated by an FSO communication scenario, we set h ij = h
ij where h [d] ij is a deterministic quantity (path loss e.g.) and h [r] ij is a random variable (turbulence induced fading e.g.). We normalize the system so that h
∀i, j, motivated by a scenario where the transmitter-receiver distance is much larger than the transmit and receiver aperture separation. We choose h [r] ij , i = 1, . . . , N r , j = 1, . . . , N t , to be i.i.d. log-normally distributed [27] , [28] 
where σ 2 R is the Rytov variance, assumed here equal to We can observe that the minimum average WC-PEP obtained from our analysis (Theorem 1) coincides with the numerically optimized average WC-PEP where G is optimized using 9 The independence of h [r] ij holds if the transmit and receive apertures are sufficiently spaced [29] . Fig. 5 . Minimum average WC-PEP and average error probability of beamforming and RC for a system with a sum electrical power constraint NtPe, L = 2, and independent but not identically distributed log-normal channels. Fig. 6 . Minimum average WC-PEP and average error probability of beamforming and RC for a system with a sum electrical power constraint NtPe, L = 2, and i.i.d. log-normally distributed channels. grid search. Moreover, at high SNR, the error probability of RC matches the minimum average WC-PEP for M = 2, and is 3 2 times the minimum average WC-PEP for M = 4, which coincides with the approximated minimum average error probability. This demonstrates the importance of the minimum average WC-PEP defined in (15) as an approximation of the average error probability. Fig. 5 shows a similar comparison under a sum electrical power constraint N t P e , and an independent but not identically distributed log-normal channel. In particular, we choose The figure shows the analytical minimum average WC-PEP (Theorem 2), the numerical one (grid search), the approximated error probability, and the Monte Carlo simulated error probability of spatial beamforming (BF) where G is chosen as in Theorem 2 with r * obtained numerically for the given channel distribution. The same observations we saw in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 can be observed here. We have also marked two points with their respective optimal r * , which indicate, as intuition suggests, that an M -PAM symbol is sent at higher power from the first aperture than the second since the second channel is weaker (by a factor of 1/5). In the same figure, we plot the Monte Carlo simulated error probability of RC, where G is chosen as in Theorem 1, which is clearly worse than the optimal beamforming especially at high SNR.
The gap between RC and beamforming in Fig. 5 shrinks as the columns of H become more 'similar' in terms of distribution. In the extreme, where the columns are i.i.d., the two coincide. This is shown in Fig. 6 which confirms Corollary 1.
These numerical evaluations confirm the results for the channel subject to electrical power constraints. Similar comparisons can be performed to confirm Lemma 2, Theorem 3, and Theorem 4, for the channel subject to optical power T ( r 1 = 1), we plot the average WC-PEP versus r 1 in order to reflect the optimal r. Note that at low SNR, the optimal r 1 is 0 or 1, i.e., the transmitter sends only from one aperture. This confirms Corollary 2. As SNR increases, the optimal r 1 becomes T (RC) is optimal which confirms Corollary 3. Although the difference between choosing r 1 ∈ {0, 1} or r 1 = 1 2 (RC) is not major (<0.6%) at low SNR, and although this low SNR is not a practical regime of operation due to the high error rate, this subtlety prevents proving the universal optimality of RC under a sum optical power constraint. However, it is important to note that RC still provides good performance overall, and is optimal at high SNR for channels with i.i.d. columns (Corollary 3) as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . The inset is included to demonstrate that RC is not optimal at low SNR.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied MIMO IM/DD OWC employing DC-offset STBCs with M -PAM and with unit rate in a quasistatic environment. The average worst-case pairwise error probability was considered as the main criterion for performance evaluation. We analyzed the problem of minimizing this criterion under electrical and optical power constraints. We showed that spatial repetition coding is optimal from this perspective, among all DC-offset STBCs, for a system with individual power constraints. Then, we showed that under sum power constraints, spatial beamforming is optimal in terms of this criterion in general. If the channel has independent and identically distributed columns, then this beamforming reduces to spatial repetition under a sum electrical power constraint for any SNR, and under a sum optical power constraints at high SNR.
This result implies that the temporal dimension is redundant in DC-offset STBCs under these considerations, and hence, it is enough to code spatially. This result is important since space coding is much simpler in practice than more general STBCs, thus reducing the system's computational complexity.
While the average worst-case PEP is analytically more tractable than the worst-case average PEP, deriving the optimal DC-STBC structure from a worst-case average PEP point-of-view remains an interesting open problem for future investigation. Another interesting question is whether the same can be proved for the family of trellis codes instead of DC-STBCs.
